Know The Top Signs Your Husband May Be Gay

Some of these were shared by a bisexual man who claims he shares his sexual orientation and HIV status with women he respects. Some of these apply whether he is cheating with a woman or a man. The most important thing is to verify whether or not he is cheating, then find out if it's with a man.

1. **Your Intuition is in Overdrive.** This is really your very best clue that something is wrong. Follow your instincts, pay attention to your woman's intuition. This is a time when that parental advice can come in handy. If your gut tells you that something is wrong, or that some other guy or woman has captured your man's attention, then go with it. Don't brush it aside, you are not imagining things. Remember your intuition, your instinct is your God given, built in bad vibes radar detector, and danger alarm system. Balance your instinct with caution. Ask yourself if they are legitimate concerns or if you yourself are lacking trust. Don't become paranoid, but don't doubt your instincts either. That is a powerful weapon that God gave to women. It was meant to help you avoid danger...so use it.

2. **He Tells You He is Bisexual.** What does this mean? He has had sex with men and he liked it? He has a male lover and he wants you to accept that fact? He is having gay anonymous sex with strange men? Do you want to be a part of that life...at least he is honest. He may not have admitted it to anyone else. So he is 'OUT' to you but no one else in the family knows, so he is still a down low man. Do you want to play that game? It's up to you, but insist on protecting yourself when you engage in sex. You have to decide what you will accept and what you won't. But be warned, he might ask to have a threesome with you and another man. Then what? Do you really want to play that game? If you do, be warned, the man may eventually win him outright. Do you want to take that chance?

3. **He engages in suspicious non-verbal communication with other men** -- a look, a touch or hug that lasts a little too long or seems to be intimate, and definitely makes you uncomfortable. Giving his business card to a strange man, without
the prior discussion of business, or an informal introduction. Typically, men greet each other with firm handshakes and other “macho” forms of non-verbal communication. Sometimes, men just give each other a head nod with a familiar greeting. Of course, greeting among men can vary depending on culture and religion. But, when you observe your man hugging, touching or looking at another man just a little bit too long, then your unspoken uneasiness may be valid. Watch if he looks men up and down and in the crotch area. Especially, if he does not hug, touch or look at you with the same amount of intimacy. When a man and woman walk into the room, who does he look at first? Is it the man, and how long does he look? Does he stare subconsciously? Hmm.

4. Emotional Distance. It’s normal for the intensity of your relationship to decrease after you've been together for a while. There may have been a time when you couldn't bear to leave each others' sight and now you both enjoy your time alone. This isn't a sign that he is cheating, only that the relationship is starting to settle into a loving and comfortable phase. Nonetheless, take note of any emotional distancing. Has he stopped listening or laughing? Does he seem distant or spacey, almost as if he's preoccupied? Take note if your spouse is there physically, but not quite "there" mentally. Is he depressed? His knowledge of his sexual attraction for men may cause him to suffer from depression.

5. He has an abundance of new or strange male friends with whom he seems to be too close or too familiar. Watch out if your husband spends too much alone time with one man or a small group of men. This is a sign that perhaps your husband is gay. At the very least, you can suspect that he is involved with his male friend(s) with a level of intimacy that he should be saving for you. Trust your instincts if he spends a great deal of time with one man or a few without ever inviting you to the party.

But if you feel that the amount of time being spent with your partners male friend, 'his best buddy', is beginning to make you feel uncomfortable, there is nothing to say you cannot look into it, for your peace of mind. Some DL men have
friends who they will never introduce you to. They will talk about them, they
know about you, but you seem to know nothing about them or only know them
by some 'phony' name. If you really feel as though something strange is going
on, there is probably a reason. Trust your instinct.

6. Strange or increased Computer Activity. We will spend some time on this clue
as DL men and other gay men predominantly use the internet to make their hook
ups. These days, it's easy to meet men in chat rooms, forums or on instant
messenger. Have you seen suspicious names in your IM window or unknown chat
sites in your browser history? Frequenting Gay websites with gay porn, gay chat
sites or excessive messaging chat with men is a sure give away sign. A
little digging can go a long way.

It is very easy for them to make connections through various 'DL friendly sites for
starters. Computer clues can alert you that your man is on the down
low. You may find incriminating e-mails or evidence of frequent visits to gay
websites which indicate that he’s having, or planning to have sex with other
men. Be observant. If you are suspecting your mate of same sex infidelity, pay
close attention to everything he says and does. Secretive behavior of any kind
should raise a red flag. Have you found him secretly in possession of
homosexual pornography (videos, magazines, photos stored on his computer, or
the home computer)? If your husband has consistently viewed homosexual
pornography, on the computer (check the history in your internet browser.)

One easy way to check is to look at the drop down menu when you type a web
address. The sites visited are listed right there. That is if he has not deleted his
web browsing history. Otherwise open a new browser window like you want to
check something on line and PRESS CTRL + H. You can also check the Temporary
Internet Files...that is where his stash of favorite gay site will be manifested. Yes,
it will hurt, but you really need to know for your own protection. You should see
the history for all sites visited that day, and several weeks and months
past. Remember that he probably would not be visiting these sites so frequently,
if he did not enjoy it. It is simply too risky an activity to merely "check
out". Straight men are disgusted with ‘male on male gay porn’. They won’t spend time looking at it repeatedly. They get disgusted by it and they will not pay to look at it. If you have kids, don't let your spouse use them as an excuse for the gay pop ups without investigating. Some men blame it on their kids. Don't fall for that. Investigate further.

If he seems to be hiding something, find out what it is. Your very life could be at stake. Do not use lack of computer knowledge as an excuse to keep risking your life. You may be able to take a basic computer class at your local library. At least learn how to get on line, and check your computer's web browsing history. Just for starters, if you open up your browser...just try to get on line without typing anything yet, press Ctrl + H, you should see the history of the websites your spouse visited, if he did not clear the web history. (This works perfectly with Internet Explorer). If the web history is cleared...red flag, red flag, he was on sites that he would not like you to know he visited. Why is he hiding his visits? Why is there secrecy in the first place...Red Flag.

Be careful trying to be a super snooper, though, and give your man space. It's just as easy to meet friends online as it is love interests. Your spouse may just be reaching out for other gay people to talk to, not necessarily to have sex with, but that is highly unlikely.

7. Your husband is unable to be sexually aroused by you, no matter what you do or wear, in or out of bed, and he does not have a medical problem. If you put the moves on your husband who has not had sex with you in a week or more, he should at least become aroused and get an erection. He should definitely get one on your honeymoon, especially if you were having infrequent sex or not at all before the wedding. Is he ill? Is he taking any medications that may lessen his sex drive? Has sex become so monotonous and boring between the both of you, that he is no longer interested? If you thoroughly analyze these questions with honesty and the answers are “no,” then there may be infidelity that is occurring.
It does not necessarily mean that it is same-sex infidelity- it could be with another woman, which you need to know also. But, it is definitely an overt sign to watch out for. Another clue that you can use is that he keeps an emotional distance, but after he comes home from hanging out with his buddies, he is anxious for sex...detached, mechanical sex without intimacy, and no foreplay. He may be feeling guilty or disgusted about his extra curricular activity, and is looking for validation that he is still manly. How weird is that...but it happens.

Straight men desire their wives even when they have erectile dysfunction. If sexual activity steeply declines within the first few years of marriage, or if you're always more sexually aggressive than your husband, don't think it is your fault entirely! Especially if you are not getting any sex, and he calls you a nymphomaniac.

8. **He has a strong preference for non-typical sex**...Yea; he wants anal sex from you, his wife...more than he wants vaginal sex. Or he wants you to use a strap on to give him anal sex... Note if he pretends to be having difficulty finding the right entrance. Or if he keeps hinting he would like to use another 'entrance or talks about 'friends' telling him how good anal sex feels. Those are 'Red flags.' You never seem to feel satisfied from sex with him, and everything feels so mechanical like he is following some guide from a manual. There is no spontaneity and he never bothers to make sure you are ever satisfied. Don't be surprised if he tries to make you believe he is doing you a favor with his mechanical performance.

9. **He has a tendency to brag about gay men complimenting him on his looks.** If a gay man compliments a really straight man, seriously... he won’t do it twice.

10. **He spends unusually long periods of time on the phone with another man.** To be sure, there is nothing wrong with a man texting, or talking to another man on the phone for a certain amount of time. It may be an old friend that your man has not talked to in a while, and they are catching up, or a business associate. But, if you observe your man talking to another man on a consistent
basis, for a relatively long period of time, like he used to talk to you when you were courting, with the relaxed body language when he believes you are not looking, this may be a warning sign. If he places the phone on speaker for you hear he is only talking to a man, just pretend it does not faze you, but continue to discretely listen to his end of the conversation. You may be surprised what you hear.

11. **He has a consistent overreaction to anything concerning gay men**, such as extreme homophobia. If your husband becomes excessively angry when confronted by someone who is gay, it may indicate that your husband is gay. This doesn't make sense at first, but take a minute and think about it... People often lash out at those who embody traits they do not like about themselves. They are in fact empathizing with that person, but it doesn't come across that way.

12. **He has an unusually high percentage of male friends who are gay.** Watch out if your husband's new best friend is gay! Straight men do not feel comfortable hanging out with openly gay men, all the time.

13 **He is no longer attracted to you.** A commonplace and tangible manifestation that your man may be engaging in infidelity is that he is no longer attracted to you, although you are still attractive from an internal and external perspective. This becomes even stranger when your man begins to criticize your normal, healthy and sexy body; while you hear him compliment other men or a particular man on how good they dress and look, while not saying such nice things to you or about you. To be sure, similar to sex, it is not atypical for certain men to become less attracted to you over time. But, this decreased attraction for you, should not be replaced with a more passionate attention for men. Watch out if he acts like, or says he finds your body repulsive, especially when you know you take very good care of yourself.

14. **Shaves his body hair and begins to dress differently.** If he suddenly starts shaving his body and pubic hair, even though you tell him you like looking at his hairy chest, start paying closer attention to other things. He may also start
growing a beard. Have you ever caught him taking a picture of himself naked with his cell phone or other camera? Has he started wearing younger looking style clothes or start dressing like a thug? A straight man usually likes to please his woman, if your man only dresses to please himself or his male friends, take a closer look.

15. He buys or receives expensive, intimate, or overly personal gifts from other men. Whew! This is a biggie. Don’t over look this...investigate, discretely.

16. He has male friends who are overly friendly...to him and especially you. Like they over compliment you, or even pretend to be hitting on you. Watch out, some undercover gay men like their ‘boyfriends’ to be friends with their wives to help conceal their gay lifestyle.

17. He gets lots of non business phone calls from other men. If they are men you don’t know or men that your husband does not willingly tell you about (such as an old friend from high school who happened to get in touch with him), be concerned. If your intuition tells you to check emails, text messages or picture mail...by all means do it...It is your life, your husband and your marriage. Your family may depend on you checking. You may be surprised to hear him talking to a man, like he did when he was courting you. DL men are good at phone sex-hook ups, be aware. Again, this is especially, if he no longer consistently engage in such intimate, and long conversations with you.

18. He is too busy and tired for you, but not for his male friends. Generally, couples must engage in romantic activities to keep the fire alive in their relationship. This does not necessarily mean sex, as the concept of romance extends far beyond intercourse. But, if your man tells you that he is too busy and tired to engage in romantic activities with you, but he always seem to find energy to accompany another man on a consistent basis, I think that it is safe to state that this looks a little suspect.

19. He has unexpected, unannounced, changes in schedule, or becomes overtly
interested in yours. Some men may be spontaneous, but most people keep a set schedule or standard routine in some form or another. Has your man's routine suddenly changed some of his day-to-day activities without you knowing why? Did his working hours increase or does he have a new gym schedule? Things often change in our lives. Your man may decide to try and impress his boss by working overtime or resolve that it's finally time to get into shape, so he joins a gym. But what raises suspicion is how these changes are communicated to you. Was the decision made without your input? Was there an attempt to include you? Are there any signs of progress?

Has he started monitoring YOUR schedule? Sometimes a DL man will host a hook up at his place, so watch out for signs that he entertained while you were out. Does he suddenly want to do laundry, washing bedding and other stuff? Why? I would check into that. That may not mean much, but it is a sign said my DL friend. Do you always do the laundry but now he does his underwear exclusively. Why?

20. You saw tell tale signs that he gave himself enemas or have rectal bleeding. Sometimes an enema may be medically necessary. But only on very rare occasions. If you notice that he gives himself one frequently or before he goes out with his best buddies. Watch out. He may be a 'top', so checking his butt may not reveal any clues. But check anyway, as he may be a 'bottom' or just 'versatile'. Some DL married men, and men in loving relationships with women enjoy been penetrated by other men. He may have signs of rectal bleeding after a sexual encounter. Yes, your husband may just be suffering from Hemorrhoids. Don't be afraid to do an exam of your spouse's body. He does not have to know what you are doing, if you are smart with it.

21. He goes missing on weekends. Say you are not clingy, just melow and easy going. He may be on the road for work, yet some weekends he goes missing and does not pick up his phone or return text messages from you, even when you have an emergency. Then he reappears Monday with some lame excuse about his coworker taking his phone home by mistake, or that the signal was bad, or the
phone is broken and he needs a new one. Then when you notice that he has the same phone. That is a sure sign of something underhanded. It might be another woman, but it sure can also be a man. Investigate.